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Walking Tour

GPS playback for simple tours on foot
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Indoor Tour

Easy-to-use multimedia audio guides
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Driving Tour

Handsfree tours that unfold turn by turn
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Train Tour

Match audio to the stop-start of stations
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Cycling Tour

“Look ma, audio tours with no hands”
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Boat or Ferry Tour

Use the same tour upriver and down
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Vouchers
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Sign In
Create Account














Your payment is processing. Please wait for a few seconds to access the tour.
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Tour Locations |
Unholy Toledo Tour: Gambling and Gangsters in the Glass City
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Preview mode limited to first 3 locations.


Purchase to hear all 56.
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Unholy Toledo Tour: Gambling and Gangsters in the Glass City
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Buy Now ($11.99)
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Take a drive through the bloody history of 1930's gangland




By:
Tedd Long
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FIND OUR TOURS IN THESE CITIES:
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About VoiceMap
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Publishing Tutorial
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Stay in Touch
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Download the app
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Exploring is easier with a VoiceMap account


To purchase tours, add them to a wishlist, or access them with the VoiceMap app, please sign in or create a VoiceMap account
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Exploring is easier with a VoiceMap account


To purchase tours, add them to a wishlist, or access them with the VoiceMap app, please sign in or create a VoiceMap account
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Already have an account?



Create new account
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For the best experience, install the VoiceMap app.

It has GPS autoplay and it works offline. This tour was produced for it.
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Before you go
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Download the tour to the app
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Charge your device
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This is a secure form powered by Stripe.
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We use cookies to make VoiceMap easier to navigate. If you continue from here, we’ll assume you’re okay with that. There’s more info in our privacy policy.
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